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Physical Sciences

Aerosols, clouds and their interactions of Antarctica and the Southern Ocean
Antarctic to global linkages in past records
Astronomy and geo-space observations from Antarctica
Climate-ice-ocean dynamics of Antarctica's coast and ice shelves
Critical challenges in modelling past and future evolution of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets: scales, uncertainty, 
processes, implications for sea level
Past polar climate variability and their teleconnections with the tropics
Physical drivers and climate implications of Antarctic sea ice variability and trends
Polar atmospheric processes: water cycle, snow, clouds, aerosols, radiation and gravity waves
Polar climate variability, teleconnections, and global monsoon: past, present, and future
Polar meteorology: short term climate variability
Radio sciences for Arctic and Antarctica: from the atmosphere to the geospace
Remote sensing of the polar regions
Southern Ocean circulation: change and consequences
Tropospheric chemistry and processes over the Antarctic and Southern Ocean: sources, linkages and impacts

Geosciences

Antarctica and its neighbours in supercontinent cycles
Deformation of the Antarctica: influence of tectonic, volcanic, hydrological, and climate change processes
Geophysical techniques and analysis in Antarctic science
Ice sheet fluctuations from marine sediment records
Ice sheet-solid earth interactions: GIA, landscape evolution and geothermal heat flux
Integrating marine and terrestrial records of past Antarctic ice sheet and ocean behaviour
Permafrost dynamics and relations with climate change
Perspectives for geothermal measurements in Antarctica
Polar environmental studies along the Antarctic margin: past and present perspectives
Surficial processes and landforms, chemical weathering and exposure age dating in the ice-fre areas of Antarctica

Life Sciences

Aeromicrobiology, snow and biogeochemistry over Antarctica
Biological dispersal: connections at continental and inter-continental scales
Ecological implications and adaptations of microorganism in the Polar environments
Ecological processes driving population dynamics of Antarctic seabirds
Emerging organic pollutant threats in Antarctica: challenges and management
Environmental factors driving diversity and composition of fossil and living Antarctic communities
From drones to satellites: the use of remote sensing in Antarctic ecology and conservation
Genomic insights into past and present Antarctic biodiversity
Management implications of Southern Ocean ecosystem dynamics and biodiversity thresholds
Microbial diversity of the polar oceans and their role in the biogeochemical cycles under the global warming scenario
Population monitoring of Antarctic marine mammals: investigating changes at continental scale
Progressing environmental protection of Antarctica and the Southern Ocean through science
Response to climate change: physiology and adaptation of Antarctic and Southern Ocean life
Sea ice in the atmoshere-ice-ocean-biosphere system: how, where and why is it changing, and what are the effects?
Solutions to pollution: contaminant impacts and remediation in Antarctica
Sub-Antarctic islands: sentinels of change
The Antarctic seafloor: ecosystem interactions and environmental drivers of change

Humanities and Social Sciences

60 years of existence: the Antarctic Treaty and its resilience to future challenges
Antarctic heritage
Living and working in Antarctica
New approaches to Antarctic and Southern Ocean histories
The ATS, international law, and governance
The changing face of Antarctic tourism
Understanding ‘the ice’ through the humanities, arts and social sciences
Values in Antarctica: identification and vulnerability to anthropogenic impacts



Medicine

Current challenges in Antarctic medicine: the link between spaceflight and polar practice. Health and well-being off the grid: how 
adaptation to spaceflight is related to Antarctic deployments and vice versa.

Cross-disciplinary

Air-sea interaction and its linkages with ecosystem response in the Southern Ocean
Antarctic futures
Antarctic subglacial systems: observations, measurements and modelling
Connecting legal and policy needs with Antarctic research (including related technologies and logistics)
Emerging technologies and their applications from the depth of the ocean, to the deep Antarctic field and space
Inclusive collaborations in Antarctic research
Opportunities and challenges in a pandemic world
Predicting and detecting tipping points and regime shifts in Antarctic and Southern Ocean systems
Public engagement with Antarctica in a changing climate
Sub-ice geology and East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) stability


